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Radicals, Rebels, and Reformers: 

0 of 0 review helpful This book is about the rascal style Zen master and describes the outrageously wild and 
flamboyant lives of 8 Zen masters By James Kenney I am a long time Zen student and I love this book I am not a fan 
of the abstruse texts most Zen Buddhists wrestle with but this book is about the rascal style Zen master and so is right 
up my alley The book describes the outrageously wild and flamboyant lives of The revolutionary figures in this book 
are those innovative non conformist masters Zen madmen whose unorthodox behavior has helped define the radical 
countercultural movement known simply as Zen In Zen Radicals Rebels and Reformers you ll meet Zen boat rockers 
that span from early eighth century China all the way to the bustling streets of modern day America with a stop in the 
middle to visit a courageous Zen master who made the ultimate sacrifice These guys are my heroes and Perle 
Besserman and Manfred Steger have done a tremendous job of bringing their stories to life It s important to put a 
spotlight on the radical rebellious characters who have shaped the Zen Buddhist lineage I really like this 
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